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The Oak Tree – Delaware Park
59” x 43”
Opening bid $500

Dear park,
Thank you for being here.
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Oak Tree along the Expressway  
48” x 41” 
Opening bid $500

Flowers so sweet
I should go on twitter and retweet

Trees so green
I had to breath in

Branches so brown
It started smelling like ground

Breathe in and breathe out
That’s a new healing

Flowers smell like a girl’s perfume
I wish I didn’t leave so soon.
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Detail of Canopy along Hoyt Lake at Dawn  
30” x 48”
Opening bid $300

Amidst of trees and green space,
Sailing the currents of the wind,

Embracing life,
And sound,

The laughter of children,
Co-existing

Peace, love, and positivity
And now I am a substance running

Through my own veins
I am a positive though

Like sunlight seeping through the cracks
Of leaves and trees

I am happiness.
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Hoyt Lake – Delaware Park 
60” x  33”
Opening bid $500

the splash of cold water
cooling off 

the hot bodies 
the summer sun
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Delaware Park at Midnight 
24” x 36” 
Opening bid $300

Sweet, fragrant air
The inhaling of fresh air

Then disturbed by the bitter smell
Of rotten weeds…

Healed, suddenly, by the retreat
Back into the park where I can again be embraced

In the natural smell of green
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Cazenovia Creek at Dawn 
33” x 53”
Opening bid $300  

The breeze that you give
The feelings that I feel

We know it’s real
That life’s not still

When we sit and chill
We see what’s real

How the grass feels
We relax and heal

And yet we still
Stand still in a life not still

So what’s real?
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Ducks on Cazenovia Creek at Dawn  
53” x 31”
Opening bid $500

All I could do was hear…
“Marco” “Marco” Wasn’t able to respond

Couldn’t speak, just listen
I couldn’t touch, or smell…

But then I feel my stomach drop
It’s a thrill I think

I hear other people around, but I still can’t see
My heart is beating yet all I could still hear is

“Marco” “Marco”
That voice

I know it
I trust it

So I follow it
Then all of a sudden I hear stop

She puts her hand on my shoulder and now I 
can see.
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Shakespeare in the Park   
16” x 25”
Opening bid $200

In me, carefree, in harmony
Being free. And trying to be -

One with yourself and your surroundings
Things not planned out...

Working it out...
With learning

Get in where you want to be
Life learned lessons... We try to see

The life of the world we’re so blind we
think of the little things

and deaf to the
whole thing,

the symphony. 
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Spring Morning Geese on Hoyt Lake    
61” x 30”
Opening bid $500

This community that comes together and harmonizes with the wind
In this earth and with the shuffle of the leaves, the sand, or water droplets

This community that is beautiful and very unique although very scary, certain 
places can help you escape.

This community that helps each other out whether it’s mother and father, 
sister and brother, or parent and child

This community is my escape.
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Canopy along Hoyt Lake at Dawn    
45” x 35”
Opening bid $500

Air, trees, life wonder world
Air, trees, boys, girls, curls

Hard things good means
Knowing things lovely beings

With the trees, show me things.
You know what I mean,

I’m relaxing.
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Winter Branch in Delaware Park
48” x 48”
Opening bid $500

Dear Park, 
of all the things I want to change in the 

world, I want you to stay the same. 
You are inviting and 

warm, accepting and beautiful. 
Please, don’t ever change
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Fire Under Stone Bridge in Delaware Park (inside)
36”x 17”
Opening bid $200

In the building
sound is our prisoner

but now we are outside
our sound is free.
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Fire Under Stone Bridge in Delaware Park     
24” x 42”
Opening bid $200

Anxious,
Breathing so hard to where I’m having trouble breathing

Having trouble seeing
Although what I can see is sunlight, green

What I feel is a very nice breeze on my skin
I hear the kids in the playground enjoying their youth

Not knowing or caring where life will lead them.
This place is so hot and I’m steaming.
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Sleeping Man in Delaware Park
20” x 40” 
Opening bid $200

When I am outside,  
I feel refreshed and one with nature’s true beauty

In the outside world, I just met a man who has been to 
20 different countries and 2 Muslim countries and he 

says that all messages are the same thing

It’s only one god. 
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Spring Morning in Delaware Park
48” x 24” 
Opening bid $500

Dear park,
I’m happy you took me away from the dark

You made me feel a different way
You gave me a reason to follow my way
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